
 

    

Collections 
Package # 1 -$2,000 

5 hours of wedding day coverage 
two photographers  

private online gallery of final edited images  
print release 

Package # 2 - $2,700 
6 hours of wedding day coverage  

two photographers  
engagement OR bridal session  

private online gallery of final edited images 
print release  

Package # 3 - $3,400 
7 hours of wedding day coverage 

two photographers 
engagement session 

bridal OR boudoir session 
private online gallery of final edited images  

print release  

Package # 4 - $3,700 
7 hours of wedding day coverage 

two photographers  
engagement session 

bridal session 
boudoir session 

private online gallery of final edited images  
print release 



Bridal Session- $475
A bridal session is up to an hour and a half  at a location of your choice. A 

bridal session is typically done about four-six weeks before the big day.  We 

usually have to wait a while  for the dress/accessories to come in.  I 

recommend all brides do a bridal session because it creates time for portraits of 

just you in your dress!  A travel fee will be added if shooting location   

            is outside of Covington/Mandeville/Madisonville/Abita Springs. 

Your gallery will be delivered within 2-3 weeks of session.  This session yields 

50-60 final images.  All images are available for digital download. Clients can 

order prints and products through my website shop.

A La Carte 



Boudoir Session
Boudoir sessions mostly take place in my home studio in Covington, LA.  I am open to 

traveling to a special place a client may have in mind.  These sessions make the BEST 

wedding gift.  My goal is to make every bride feel beautiful in their own skin! Don’t think 

about it, just do it! You and your groom will be glad you did it. A travel fee will be added if 

shooting location is outside of Covington/Mandeville/Madisonville/Abita Springs. 

Your gallery will be delivered within 2-3 weeks of session. 

The Luxury Session

90 minute session

5 wardrobe changes

Professional hair & makeup

100-120 final edited images

private online gallery

print release

$1050

The Elegant Session

60 minute session

3 wardrobe changes

70-80 final edited images

private online gallery

print release

$600

 The Flawless Session

60 minute session

3 wardrobe changes

Professional hair & makeup

70-80 final edited images

private online gallery

print release

$750



Engagement Session- $475
An engagement session is up to an hour and a half at a location of your 

choice. This session is meant to be a date for you and your fiancé.  I capture 

the candid moments that truly represent your relationship.  PDA is 

encouraged! A travel fee will be added if shooting location is outside of 

Covington/Mandeville/Madisonville/Abita Springs. 

Your gallery will be delivered within 2-3 weeks of session.  This session yields 

50-60 final images.  All images are available for digital download. Clients can 

order prints and products through my website shop.



Add ons 
Additional hours of wedding coverage- $400 per hour

Bridal Session- $475
Engagement Session- $475

Boudoir Session- priced per session type
Flash drive of all wedding images- $100

Frequently Asked Questions 

What is required of me to book you to photograph our wedding?

 A signed “Contract for Wedding Photography Services” and payment of the deposit fee 

($300) are necessary to confirm the wedding services from the Photographer.

  Do you have a second shooter?

Yes.  I never shoot a wedding alone unless it’s 4 hours or less. We work together to capture 

your special day from different perspectives.

Can I book less than 5 hours of coverage? 

Yes! I have a 3 hour minimum.  In that case, you would just book by the hour ($400 an 

hour).

How long does it take for my engagement, bridal, or boudoir pictures to be delivered to 

me? 

Galleries will be delivered 2-3 weeks after session.



How long does it take for my wedding pictures to be delivered to me?

I take my time to edit your images.  Your gallery will be delivered 30-60 days after your 

wedding.

Do we receive the RAW, unedited images? 

The RAW, unedited images are not available for viewing or purchase.  The images selected 

for editing and final delivery reflect my very high standards.  Please rest assured that any 

images not delivered truly are outtakes.  We do not cull to meet a certain number of 

delivered images, so every viable image is edited carefully and delivered.  

How many images do we receive from an engagement, bridal, or boudoir session?

Each of these sessions yield 50-60 images. 

How many images do we receive from the wedding day?

The number of photographs taken depends on many things- the number of guests, hours of 

coverage, etc.  My average for a 7 hour day with a second photographer is around 500-600 

images, but those numbers may vary depending on the day itself.

How do we order prints?

Images are delivered via direct download in a password-protected online gallery.  There is 

also a cart/ordering system for prints.  Since you have printing rights to images, you can 

order prints yourself at any location of your choice.  However, we cannot guarantee the 

quality of any prints that are not created through our preferred lab.

Where are you based? Are you willing to travel? 

I live in Covington, Louisiana and am willing to travel wherever a client needs me to.

How much are your travel fees?

Travel fees are calculated by the roundtrip mileage to the shooting location.  I charge 50 

cents per mile. For instance if you wanted to shoot your engagement pictures in City Park 

in New Orleans. (80 miles roundtrip = $40.00)  This would be added to your total package 

price.  Locations within St. Tammany Parish will not be charged a travel fee.

Please contact me for information on extended sessions, pricing, and details.  Prices are subject to change at 

any time and are locked in at the time of booking. Contact me at hilarylacombephotography@gmail.com or 

985-705-6491.


